Ras proteins are small GTPases that control several cellular signaling transduction pathways including proliferation, apoptosis and growth of cells[@b1][@b2]. Mutations to Ras have been implicated in around 30% of human tumors[@b3]. Ras acts as a molecular switch, cycling between active GTP- and inactive GDP- loaded forms. The activation (GTP-loading) of Ras is required for interaction with effector enzymes such as Raf. Ras has several functional regions that are involved in its interactions with downstream effector proteins. The P-loop (residues G10--S17) is responsible for phosphate binding, while the Switch I (Q25--Y40) and Switch II (D57--G75) regions are critical for interactions with guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF)[@b4] and effector proteins[@b5]. The release of bound GDP from Ras is stimulated by the binding of a GEF Son of Sevenless (Sos), allowing GTP to bind in its place[@b6][@b7]. The Sos itself is activated, via the positive feedback mechanism, by Ras·GTP binding at its allosteric binding site, with this initial binding causing structural rearrangements within Sos[@b8][@b9] that consequently lead to enhanced nucleotide exchange in the second Ras molecule bound at the catalytic site of Sos. The 57 kDa fragment of Sos (residues 563-1049, named Sos^Cat^), which is responsible for catalyzing this nucleotide exchange, consists of two essential domains, Ras exchange motif (REM) and Cdc25 domain - the latter comprising the catalytic site where Ras nucleotide exchange occurs. The allosteric site of Sos is located between the REM and Cdc25 domains, on the opposite (distal) side of the molecule to the catalytic site[@b8][@b9]. The structural snapshots provided by crystal structures of Ras:Sos complexes[@b8][@b10] explain how the ternary functional complex is formed between the nucleotide-free Ras (Ras^NF^), Ras·GTP and Sos, however it remains to be established what triggers complex dissociation once the nucleotide exchange on Ras is complete, regenerating Sos for further binding reactions.

In its free form, Ras itself has been well known to experience a wide range of motions, depending on its nucleotide binding state, as revealed by solution NMR spectroscopy. Spectra of the GTP-loaded Ras have been affected by the intrinsic chemical exchange processes at intermediate rates on the NMR chemical shift timescale, with a number of signals broadened beyond detection[@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14]. Signal broadening and disappearance is predominantly observed for a few residues in the functionally important regions of the GTP-loaded H-Ras, such as P-loop, Switch I and Switch II regions. ^15^N-backbone relaxation measurements are able to report on internal motions of residues in these functionally important regions of H-Ras. Previous analysis of ^15^N-relaxation measurements showed dynamic residues that are involved in conformational exchange processes occurring throughout the G-domain (residues 1-166) of GTP-loaded H- and K-Ras[@b15][@b16]. Moreover, ^31^P NMR experiments have revealed that GTP-loaded H-Ras can undergo a dynamic equilibrium between two conformations, State 1 and State 2[@b17][@b18]. In addition, structural studies established that the bound nucleotide in the State 1 conformation has greater exposure to the surrounding solvent, allowing faster association and dissociation of GDP/GTP compared to State 2 and implies that State 1 is involved in guanine nucleotide exchange[@b19][@b20]. H-Ras binding to effector proteins, such as Raf, shifts the equilibrium towards the State 2 conformation. The solution structure and the dynamics of State 1 GTP-loaded H-Ras was determined by using H-RasT35S mutant in complex with stable GTP analog GppNHp[@b21]. Switch I and II loops in State 1 are dynamically mobile on the picosecond to nanosecond timescale, whereas these motilities are not apparent in the State 2 conformation[@b21]. In addition, the crystal structure of the nucleotide-free H-Ras (H-Ras^NF^) complex with Sos^Cat^ showed the opening of the nucleotide binding pocket of H-Ras, caused by a deviation of the Switch I loop[@b4][@b8]. The dynamic behavior of Ras in complex with Sos using NMR spectroscopy has not been described to date.

The native biological function of Sos is to catalyze heteronucleotide GDP → GTP exchange on Ras, however, many nucleotide exchange assays reported in the literature[@b8][@b10][@b14][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26] assess homonucleotide exchange rates (GTP → GTP^\*^, where \* marks differently labelled version of the same nucleotide) as a measure of Ras nucleotide exchange activity catalyzed by Sos. The previous studies, involving solution and crystallography characterization, revealed the presence of a stable ternary Ras·GTP:Sos:Ras^NF^ complex formed between Sos, GTP-loaded Ras (bound at its allosteric site), and nucleotide-free Ras (bound at the catalytic site)[@b8][@b10]. Recently it was shown that binding of Ras to a particular site on Sos depends heavily on the type of nucleotide loaded on Ras, making the process of nucleotide exchange much more selective and more directed than previously thought[@b7]. Ras·GTP preferentially binds to the allosteric site thus activating Sos, with only weak affinity for the catalytic site of activated Sos[@b7]. In contrast, Ras·GDP does not bind strongly to non-activated Sos and is unable to activate Sos itself, but binds strongly to the catalytic site of Sos once activated by Ras·GTP[@b7]. Therefore, it was suggested that Sos is much more active in promoting physiologically-relevant heteronucleotide GDP → GTP exchange when both Ras·GDP and Ras·GTP are present in solution. Despite these advances, the structural or dynamic properties of the hypothetical ternary Ras·GTP:Sos:Ras·GTP complex, which is expected to be present at the very end of native GDP → GTP exchange reaction, as well as during GTP → GTP\* reaction commonly used in *in vitro* assays, has yet to be described in significant detail. Here, we explore whether H-Ras, loaded with a stable non-hydrolizable GTP analog (GTPγS, guanosine 5′-O-\[gamma-thio\]triphosphate), can form a stable stoichiometric 2:1 H-Ras:Sos^Cat^ complex in solution. We also describe the effective dynamic changes on H-Ras (derived from measured heteronuclear relaxation parameters R~1,~ R~2~ and ^15^N{^1^H}NOEs for amide groups) associated with overall binding to Sos^Cat^. Although these changes cannot be ascribed specifically to allosteric or catalytic site binding, these measurements reveal significant differences in the internal motions of the P-loop and Switch regions between free H-Ras·GTPγS and H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with Sos^Cat^ at a 2:1 stoichiometry, with the binding process triggering a significant change in protein dynamics, making many regions much more flexible in the complex, which may weaken nucleotide binding and explain low-level activity of Sos for homonucleotide exchange. Overall, both from the NMR dynamics measurements and SEC-MALS analysis, the complex appears to be transient: Ras·GTPγS effectively occupies only one of the two potential binding sites on Sos^Cat^, while binding only transiently at the second binding site. These data further demonstrate that Ras·GTP should dissociate from Sos once the native nucleotide exchange is complete, and supports our previous suggestion that passive homonucleotide GTP → GTP\* exchange observed in *in vitro* assays relies on transient protein interactions.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Protein expression and purification
-----------------------------------

As described previously[@b7], DNA constructs coding for H-Ras (residues 1-166) and the functional fragment of Sos (Sos^Cat^, residues 563-1049) were synthesized by Geneart (Life Technologies) and sub-cloned into a pET28b vector, which has been modified to include the TEV cleavage site after the N-terminal His-tag sequence. Proteins were expressed in BL21-GOLD (DE3) *E. coli* competent cells and the seeder cultures were grown in Luria Broth (LB) medium. Uniformly \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled Sos^Cat^ and H-Ras were obtained by growing bacteria in 2 L of M9 minimal media in D~2~O containing 1 g/L \[^15^N\]-ammonium chloride, 2 g/L of D~7~-Glucose, 50 μg/mL of kanamycin and 12.5 μg/mL of tetracycline antibiotics, supplemented with micronutrients and vitamins. Cells were incubated at 250 rpm at 37 °C and then cooled to 25 °C at an OD~600~ of 0.6--0.8. Cells were then induced by 0.1 mM of IPTG followed by the additional 2 g/L feed of D~7~ Glucose in each flask. Each flask was incubated at 25 °C, 250 rpm for a further 24 hours. The unlabeled proteins were produced similarly using non-labelled media components. All proteins were cleaved from their purification tags via TEV protease[@b7]. Protein purification and GTPγS loading on H-Ras was carried out as described previously[@b7]. Purified H-Ras samples were incubated with 20 fold excess of GTPγS and 1/100 fold of His-tagged Sos in 50 mM Hepes, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM TCEP, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN~3~ at pH 7.4. The samples were left overnight at 4 °C to allow nucleotide exchange. The mixture was then passed through a Ni-NTA column equilibrated with 30 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN~3~ at pH 7.0 to remove the His~6~-tagged Sos and free nucleotide. The samples were concentrated using 0.5 mL VivaSpin concentrators (Sartorius, 10,000 MWCO). Protein concentration was determined by standard Bradford assays. Nucleotide exchange was confirmed by electrospray mass spectrometry.

Backbone dynamics
-----------------

All NMR relaxation experiments were carried out on the Bruker 800 MHz Avance III spectrometer equipped with TCI cryoprobe. A total of four samples were used for measurements, free \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled 400 μM H-Ras·GTPγS or 200 μM Sos^Cat^ ("free samples"), or 200 μM H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with 100 μM Sos^Cat^, where one of the proteins was \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled and the other unlabelled (at 2:1 stoichiometry, which we will call here "mixed samples"). All NMR experiments were recorded in 30 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM MgCl~2~, 0.1 mM, EDTA, 0.02% NaN~3~, with 5% D~2~O added for lock. Changes in relaxation parameters were recorded for samples using labelled H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos^Cat^ at 290 K and 298 K, respectively. TROSY-based R~1~, R~1ρ~ and ^15^N{^1^H}NOE experiments were carried out using the pulse sequences as described in published protocols[@b27]. For each of the R~1~ values, the order of the relaxation delays was randomized. R~1~ experiments were recorded with time delays of 0, 200, 400, 640, 1000, 1280, 1600 and 2000 ms. R~1ρ~ experiments were recorded with time delays of 8, 32, 64, 96, 128 and 160 ms. R~2~ rates were derived from our R~1ρ~ measurement using the formulae as described by Lakomek *et al*.[@b27]. The ^15^N{^1^H}NOE experiments were carried out by recording a pair of spectra with and without proton saturation. NOE values were then analyzed by calculating the peak height ratios obtained from reference and ^1^H-saturated experiments (I~sat~/I~ref~). To independently determine the correlation time τ~c~, TROSY-based (^15^N) ŋ~xy~ experiments[@b28] were recorded for free and mixed samples with time delays of 1, 32, 64, 96, 128 and 160 ms. The derived τ~c~ (which we denote here τ~c~^ŋxy^) was calculated using home-built Matlab scripts, based on a well-established approach[@b28][@b29]. All relaxation data were processed and analyzed with NMRPipe[@b30]. Model-free analysis of heteronuclear relaxation parameters and measurement of τ~c~ derived from R~2~/R~1~ ratio (τ~c~^R2/R1^) was conducted using TENSOR2 software[@b31]. The expected values of τ~c~ for the rigid-body approximations (τ~c~^rigid^) were calculated using HYDRONMR software[@b32] based on known static 3D structures of proteins or of their complexes.

SEC and SEC-MALS
----------------

The stoichiometry of the H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos interaction in mixed samples was first assessed using Superdex 75 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) column. Sec-MALS experiments were obtained for a sample of 200 μM Sos^Cat^ mixed with 400 μM H-Ras·GTPγS with a flow rate of 0.75 mL/min, an injection volume of 200 μL and using a 50 mM Hepes buffer pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgSO~4~, 2 mM TCEP, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN~3~ at 25 °C. The protein content of each SEC fraction (500 μL) was checked by loading 20 μL samples on polyacrylamide gel, and staining with Coomassie blue. H-Ras:Sos mixed samples were also characterized by SEC coupled with Multi-Angle Light Scattering (SEC-MALS). A stoichiometric 2:1 mixture of H-Ras·GTPγS with Sos^Cat^ was injected onto a 24 mL Superdex X200 column. Sample eluting from the column passed through an in-line Jasco UV-2077 Plus UV detector (280 nm absorbance), a DAWN HELEOS-II laser photometer (laser wavelength 658 nm) and an Optilab rEX refractometer with a QELS dynamic light scattering attachment (all from Wyatt Technology). Light scattering intensity and eluent refractive index (concentration) were analyzed using ASTRA v6.0.6 software to yield a weight-averaged molecular mass (Mw).

Results
=======

Spectral changes in H-Ras and Sos^Cat^ associated with complex formation
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To capture the core of the Ras-Sos interaction yet minimizing the size of the system, the functionally-competent protein fragments were used. H-Ras residues 1-166 (which we will refer to as simply H-Ras) encompasses the essential fully-functional G-domain, only lacking the C-terminal tail that links Ras to the membrane. To avoid unwanted hydrolysis of unstable GTP nucleotide during experiments, we used the slowly hydrolysable analogue, GTPγS[@b14][@b33], which was pre-loaded on H-Ras at 1:1 ratio. This analogue has been previously shown to match more closely the GTP-binding properties of small GTPases than the frequently used analogue GMPPNP/GppNHp[@b14][@b34][@b35][@b36]. GTPγS was also used in our earlier study to disentangle site-specific and nucleotide-specific preferences of H-Ras binding to Sos[@b7]. No spectral changes were observed during the course of the experiments reported here, or previously[@b7] which could be attributed to any significant GTPγS hydrolysis for the chosen experimental conditions. The fragment of Sos used here, Sos^Cat^, encompasses the two essential modules, Ras exchange motif (REM) domain, and the Cdc25 domain; it contains both allosteric and catalytic binding sites for Ras and is fully sufficient to promote nucleotide exchange in Ras[@b8]. A 2:1 H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ mixture is expected to represent and model the equilibrium state of a particular functional stoichiometric complex in the Ras-Sos functional cycle where Sos is fully-activated by the allosteric site binding and the native nucleotide exchange on Ras molecule bound at the catalytic site has just been completed, with the H-Ras present at the catalytic site loaded with GTP (mimicked by GTPγS in our study). This should enable us to determine if both H-Ras·GTPγS molecules remain bound to Sos^Cat^ in this situation, or only one of them, or neither. From the viewpoint of H-Ras, binding can occur in principle to two different binding sites, allosteric and catalytic. Thus, the NMR spectra of H-Ras is inherently expected to contain a mixture of these two binding states, complicating a binding-site-specific interpretation. Therefore, the questions that we pose here for this model can be formulated as: (1) how the effective overall dynamics of H-Ras·GTPγS is affected by the presence of Sos^Cat^; (2) how stable is this hypothetical ternary complex; and (3) what is the effective binding stoichiometry in this case.

To explore the changes in H-Ras spectra and dynamics associated with the complex formation, first we have recorded ^1^H-^15^N-correlation TROSY NMR spectra for the free \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled H-Ras·GTPγS, as well as for the 2:1 mixture of labelled H-Ras·GTPγS with non-labelled Sos^Cat^. Superimposing these spectra revealed significant changes in amide signal positions of H-Ras, evident of the complex formation ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar superposition was also done previously for spectra acquired at slightly higher temperature, which lead to similar results[@b7]. Although a number of Ras signals remained unperturbed, many signals shifted and/or were broadened beyond detection in the mixed sample (see [Supplemental Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for residue-specific analysis of signal shifts). Notably for the mixture, H-Ras is in the fast exchange regime[@b7], with no evidence for a pattern of signals from unbound H-Ras present, suggesting that all H-Ras present in the sample is involved in binding, at least transiently. Furthermore, we have recorded ^1^H-^15^N-TROSY spectra of \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled Sos^Cat^ in the free form, and with addition of two equivalents of non-labelled H-Ras·GTPγS ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The spectral comparison again reveals extensive spectral perturbations, this time from the viewpoint of Sos, signifying complex formation. Interestingly, the majority of visible Sos peaks appear not to be greatly influenced by the expected increase in protein complex size, with only some resonances, presumably originating from residues at the binding interface, affected by transient binding between Sos^Cat^ and H-Ras·GTPγS. The lack of sequence-specific assignments of Sos^Cat^, challenging due to the large size of this protein even in its unbound form, unfortunately prevented any residue-specific analysis from the viewpoint of Sos^Cat^. Partial assignments of H-Ras·GTPγS cross-peaks in ^1^H-^15^N-TROSY spectra in free and bound state was however achieved by matching and transferring the known assignments of H-Ras·GMPPNP at pH 7.5[@b11][@b14][@b37] for the peaks which retained similar positions and patterns in the ^1^H-^15^N-correlation spectra (see [Supplemental Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, approximately 70% of the peak assignments could be transferred with reasonable degree of confidence to the ^1^H,^15^N- TROSY spectra of the free H-Ras·GTPγS and in complex with Sos^Cat^ (see [Supplemental Figure S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall good spectral quality, and the number of peaks retaining their positions in complex, were somewhat surprising for the expected 96 kDa size of the ternary complex (see below), however even incomplete transfer of signal assignments allowed reasonable sampling of dynamic changes along the length of the polypeptide chain of H-Ras upon addition of Sos^Cat^. This enabled us to record a suite of NMR experiments for characterizing the dynamics of H-Ras at a residue-specific level, as well as for measuring the overall H-Ras and Sos^Cat^ tumbling rates for free and mixed samples.

Comparison of backbone dynamics of H-Ras·GTPγS in free form and when mixed with Sos^Cat^
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the change in mobility of the functionally-important regions of \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled H-Ras·GTPγS upon complex formation with Sos^Cat^, the backbone dynamics were first studied for free protein by measuring R~1~, R~2~ rates and ^15^N{^1^H} NOEs for amide groups, using standard well-established approach[@b27][@b29][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41]. Plotting the values of the measured relaxation parameters ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) showed that residues Q25-T35 from the Switch I and E62-T74 from the Switch II regions, as well as K104-E107, A121-R123 and F156 exhibit lower values of R~2~ and ^15^N{^1^H}NOE in contrast to higher R~1~ values, that can be interpreted as large-amplitude motions (increased flexibility) on the sub-nanosecond time scale. A high rigidity throughout most of the remaining residues is clearly evident from rather uniform R~1~, R~2~ and ^15^N{^1^H}-NOE values. The backbone dynamics observed for residues K104-E107, A121-R123 and F156 in the H-Ras·GTPγS were almost identical to those of H-Ras·GDP and H-RasT35S·GppNHp mutant previously studied by others[@b21].

Measuring heteronuclear relaxation parameters, as above, for the \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with Sos^Cat^ enabled direct comparison of free *vs* effective "bound" state on a per-residue basis ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted here that this effective bound state includes the mixture of two distinct binding states, allosteric and catalytic sites of Sos^Cat^, with possible binding in fast exchange on the NMR timescale, which makes it difficult to ascribe these changes to binding at a particular binding site[@b7]. Nevertheless, the relaxation behavior of H-Ras in this mixed sample suggested noticeably different internal motions from those observed for free H-Ras. It was apparent that no obvious population of free H-Ras remained in the mixture. In addition, contrary to the intuitively expected formation of a large and static complex, for example as seen in the crystal structure of H-Ras·GppNp:Sos^Cat^:H-Ras^NF^ (pdb ID: 1NVW[@b8]) involving nucleotide-free H-Ras bound at the catalytic site, our data showed only a small global increase in the R~2~ values, less than 2-fold ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), which may indicate only a marginal increase in the apparent molecular size of the NMR-visible population of H-Ras in the mixed sample, suggesting that the complex is highly dynamic. Compared to the free H-Ras·GTPγS, there is an overall redistribution of apparent dynamics throughout the H-Ras backbone when complexed with Sos, as is evident from the R~2~/R~1~ ratios ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately 90% of R~2~/R~1~ values range between 20--28 for free H-Ras·GTPγS, which increases to 25--47 for the complex. This observed wider distribution of R~2~/R~1~ values indicates that not all amide groups become more rigid, and that numerous sites within H-Ras in complex with Sos retain their mobility, with some even increasing mobility.

Using ^15^N{^1^H}NOE as a probe for fast internal dynamics in the picosecond to nanosecond timescales, it is clear that most functionally relevant regions of H-Ras·GTPγS showed markedly enhanced mobility (average ^15^N{^1^H}NOE dropping from \~0.8 to \~0.6, [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) upon complex formation with Sos^Cat^. In particular, low ^15^N{^1^H}NOE values have been detected in the P-loop (involved in nucleotide binding), Switch-II regions and in the helices between the two Switch regions, which are expected to be in close vicinity to the Sos allosteric and catalytic sites ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These effects are also visible as an increase in the R~1~ values especially for residues S17, I21 (in and around the P-loop), H27, T38, S39 (in the Switch I region), G48, D57, Q70, Y71, M72, E76 and E91 (in and around the Switch II region), compared to the un-complexed H-Ras·GTPγS. Further regions (residues R102-D108, K117, L120, A121 and E153) also exhibit slightly slower internal motions compared to that of free H-Ras·GTPγS ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) indicating small changes to Ras dynamics throughout the core of the protein upon binding Sos.

Independently, amide ^15^N,^1^H-cross-correlated relaxation rates (η~xy~)[@b28] were measured for the free H-Ras·GTPγS and when mixed with Sos^Cat^ (bottom panel in [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison of cross-correlated rates for free and complexed states reveal re-arrangements in local mobility, but without a significant overall increase in η~xy~, as would be expected for a large and static complex. Taken together, all the heteronuclear relaxation data point to a fairly dynamic complex formed between H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos^Cat^ when these components are present in a 2:1 stoichiometry. The data also shows increased flexibility and dynamics occurring in the regions of H-Ras involved in nucleotide binding; it is difficult however to discriminate from this data whether these dynamic changes originate from the binding of H-Ras to the catalytic or allosteric sites, or both.

Measuring the rotational correlation time for H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos proteins
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The size of molecular assembly has a clear effect on its molecular tumbling rate. To investigate the molecular tumbling of the H-Ras·GTPγS protein in free and bound state, the TROSY-based ŋ~xy~ experiment[@b28][@b29] was used to measure the overall rotational correlation time (denoted τ~c~^ŋxy^). The effective τ~c~^ŋxy^ measured for free H-Ras·GTPγS is \~11 ns, as expected for a 19 kDa globular protein ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}) which suggests that the nucleotide bound H-Ras is monomeric and well folded in solution. Surprisingly, the H-Ras·GTPγS in complex with Sos^Cat^ showed only a marginal increase in the effective rotational correlation time. The measured value for τ~c~^ŋxy^ of \~17 ns is substantially lower than what is expected from the hydrodynamics calculations for the static binary or ternary complex with Sos^Cat^ (see [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

The somewhat surprising discrepancy between the experimentally-observed rotational correlation time τ~c~^ŋxy^ of H-Ras·GTPγS in complex with Sos, and that expected for a static stoichiometric complex, can be reasonably explained by the general fluidity of the complex, and the presence of a H-Ras·GTPγS population that is only loosely bound to Sos^Cat^. Overall, in the fast exchange regime, the effective τ~c~ of an ensemble of the higher-order complexes should be given by the population-weighted average of the τ~c~ of the different conformations. This is also in line with the observation that the general quality of the 2D TROSY spectra for H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ 2:1 mixed samples, both from the viewpoint of H-Ras ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and Sos ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) is much better than what can be usually expected for a static 96 kDa complex. To verify this observation further, the τ~c~^ŋxy^ was measured for \[^15^N,^2^H\]-Sos^Cat^ samples mixed with H-Ras·GTPγS. While the observed effective rotational correlation time τ~c~^ŋxy^ for unbound Sos is well within the range expected for a molecule of 57 kDa, the value measured in the mixed sample (\~38 ns) was found to be only slightly larger than that of free Sos (\~30 ns) ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The observed τ~c~^ŋxy^ value (38 ns) falls significantly short of the 68 ns expected for the static ternary H-Ras:Sos complex, but is close to τ~c~^rigid^ of 40 ns expected for 1:1 complex (estimates based on HYDRONMR calculations[@b32], [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). As a control, we have also measured τ~c~^ŋxy^ for free Sos^Cat^W729E mutant, and when mixed with H-Ras·GTPγS ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). This mutant is known to prevent H-Ras binding at the allosteric site of Sos[@b10], and indeed, both of these τ~c~^ŋxy^ values were not significantly different, and close to the expected value for a free protein, suggesting that this mutant does not form a stable complex with H-Ras·GTPγS. The τ~c~^ŋxy^ value (38 ns) measured for the H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos complex was fairly close to values τ~c~^R2/R1^ of 36 ns obtained using an alternative approach, the model-free analysis using TENSOR2 software[@b31], which derives the overall τ~c~ based on the experimental ^15^NH -relaxation rates (R~2~ and R~1~). It is to be noted that τ~c~^R2/R1^ obtained on \[^15^N,^2^H\]-H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos 2:1 sample was \~36 ns, whereas the observed τ~c~^ŋxy^ for this sample was only \~17 ns ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). This discrepancy may come from the fact that the ^15^N CSA-dipole dipole cross relaxation rates obtained in ŋ~xy~ experiment are independent of any chemical exchange contributions, and therefore provide the lower limit estimate of the overall tumbling correlation time τ~c~[@b29]. The chemical exchange contributions, which mainly affect the R~2~ rates, however are not completely excluded when τ~c~^R2/R1^ is calculated from R~2~/R~1~, leading to an overestimated value, compared to τ~c~^ŋxy^. The large number of residues affected by significant k~ex~ contributions from chemical or conformation exchange for the mixed sample is evident from [Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"} (see below), and is consistent with transient complex formation. Overall, from these comparisons ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), it is likely that the lower than expected experimental values of τ~c~ for the mixed samples observed here using two different independent methods can be explained by the formation of a dynamic transient complex between H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos^Cat^.

Model-free analysis of H-Ras·GTPγS dynamics
-------------------------------------------

A further quantitative residue-specific evaluation of ^15^N relaxation data was performed using the model-free approach, employing the program TENSOR2[@b31], for unbound H-Ras·GTPγS and H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with Sos^Cat^. Most H-Ras residues in the mixed sample show large variations in their S^2^ values (S^2^ describes the motional rigidity of the system), which suggests that the system is highly fuzzy and could not be easily described by the fitted model. This can be illustrated by a significant number of high χ[@b2] values obtained in the process of automated model selection by TENSOR2 which were scattered throughout the whole polypeptide chain, in comparison to the free H-Ras·GTPγS where larger χ^2^ values were mainly localized in the flexible loop regions (see [Supplemental Figure S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The P-loop, Switch I and Switch II regions of the H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos complex display a high degree of internal mobility, with most residues in the P-loop region exhibiting an average S^2^ value of \~0.5. Residues of the Switch II region in the H-Ras:Sos complex exhibit similar internal motions to the P-loop with an average S^2^ value of \~0.6, see [Fig. 5A,B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Residues in the Switch I region display slightly less flexibility compared to the P-loop and Switch II region with an average S^2^ value of \~0.7. In contrast, the free H-Ras·GTPγS appears to be more rigid (S^2^ = \~0.8) than H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with Sos ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the internal dynamics for most of the regions in H-Ras·GTPγS occur on the picosecond to nanosecond timescales.

As an alternative measure of the apparent residue-specific change in dynamics, chemical exchange contributions to the transverse relaxation rates were evaluated by rate constants (k~ex~) for free and complexed H-Ras·GTPγS ([Fig. 5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). For the majority of the observable residues in the free H-Ras·GTPγS the k~ex~ values were nearly zero suggesting that these residues have very little contributions from conformational exchange. However, residues near the Switch II region (residues E49, D54, L56-A59) have moderate contributions to the chemical exchange rate in the range of up to \~10 Hz indicating that these residues are undergoing chemical exchange in the millisecond time scales ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). For the H-Ras·GTPγS mixed with Sos, a significant chemical or conformational exchange contribution to relaxation was observed for residues E3, S17, I21, D38, I55, D57, E62, Q70, Y71, K88, F90, E126, R128, A130 and A146 ([Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting wide-spread dynamic motions throughout the protein. Overall the average k~ex~ values are slightly higher than those of free H-Ras·GTPγS, suggesting that the complex undergoes chemical exchange or a conformational process upon interactions with Sos, which again may be indicative of a transient binding process. Taken together, the model-free approach has revealed that the functionally important regions of H-Ras are inherently flexible. More importantly, the results show greater flexibility in some H-Ras regions upon binding to Sos, with extensive conformational rearrangements on a micro to millisecond timescale, that demonstrates that the complex formed has a dynamic nature. Increased chemical exchange contributions to the transverse relaxation rates k~ex~ suggest a presence of slower dynamic processes, all consistent with transient complex formation. Although it has not been possible to interpret the local changes in the H-Ras polypeptide chain dynamics in the context of binding to a specific site on Sos, allosteric or catalytic, the increased motions within the nucleotide-binding regions of H-Ras (P-loop, Switch I and Switch II) upon addition of Sos^Cat^ may provide a mechanism for loosening nucleotide binding and thus possibly explains enhanced homonucleotide GTP → GTP exchange observed in the presence of Sos[@b8][@b10][@b14][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26].

Analysis of the apparent H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ complex stoichiometry using SEC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The transient H-Ras·GTPγS interaction with Sos^Cat^ suggested above differs from the apparent stability of Ras·GppNp:Sos:Ras^NF^ complex, previously successfully isolated by Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) and used for crystallography studies[@b8]. Both of these complexes involve activated Sos^Cat^, but the major difference between these complexes is nucleotide-loading state of H-Ras molecule present at the catalytic site of Sos, a difference which may have significant effect on the complex stability. To check whether the complex formed by GTPγS-loaded H-Ras with Sos^Cat^ is stable enough to withstand purification on a SEC column, a 2:1 H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos mixture was loaded, and eluted fractions collected and assessed. The data shows ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) that despite its somewhat fluid nature, the H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos complex formed can be successfully isolated and detected (as peak 1) in SEC fractions ([Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). The peak 2 eluted around 16 mL corresponded largely to the unbound H-Ras, which is likely to have dissociated from Sos in the course of the chromatographic run. The protein content of each elution fraction was further analyzed by PAGE, and the presence of both Sos and H-Ras is evident as upper (57 kDa) and lower bands (19 kDa) on the gel ([Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, although all Sos apparently co-eluted with H-Ras, significant proportion of H-Ras eluted without Sos. The peak 2, corresponding to mostly unbound H-Ras, likely to have dissociated from the complex, nevertheless contained very small amounts of Sos (around 5% of total protein in the fraction, [Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This result shows that although proteins were loaded on the column as stoichiometric 2:1 H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos mixture, around half of all H-Ras (judging by the band intensities on the gel, [Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) has dissociated from Sos and eluted separately.

To measure further the molecular sizes of the protein species eluted when 2:1 H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos mixture was loaded on a column, we employed SEC coupled with static multi-angle light scattering (MALS), a technique also used previously to characterize H-Ras·GppNp:SosCat:H-RasNF ternary complex[@b8][@b42]. Control SEC-MALS experiments were performed on H-Ras·GDP and H-Ras·GTPγS in the absence of Sos^Cat^ and, as expected, the molecular weights were 18.2 ± 0.1 and 18.8 ± 0.1 kDa, respectively ([Fig. 6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Not surprisingly, MALS measurements for Sos alone showed the molecular weight to be 56.9 ± 0.3 kDa, as expected for this 57 kDa protein. In the control experiment, the apparent molecular weight measured for the eluted H-Ras·GDP:Sos^Cat^ complex was only 63.6 ± 0.6 kDa when these proteins were loaded on the column as a 2:1 mixture. This value is lower than 76 kDa expected for 1:1 complex, however it matches the previous observation that H-Ras·GDP binds Sos^Cat^ only weakly, with *K~d~* of around 54 μM, causing only very weak spectral perturbations observed in the NMR spectra for this complex[@b7]. For a similar H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ mixture the apparent size of the eluted complex was 68.5 ± 1.5 kDa which was reasonably close but slightly lower than 76 kDa expected for 1:1 complex ([Fig. 6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This matches with the previously measured tighter binding of these proteins (overall macroscopic *K~d~* of around 5 μM), and observation that Ras·GTPγS binds mostly at the allosteric site of Sos^Cat^ [@b7]. These results suggest that the complexes between H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos, as well as between H-Ras·GDP and Sos, are not stable enough to retain 2:1 stoichiometry during passage through the chromatographic column. This observation is in line with NMR results on τ~c~ presented above ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that the effective stoichiometry of H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ complex appears to be close to 1:1. The ternary complex between H-Ras·GTPγS and Sos therefore is highly fluid and dynamic in nature, and relies on transient interactions. This complex is expected to be formed in the course of normal functional cycle immediately after the native GDP → GTP exchange reaction is completed, and the inherent weakness of such a complex suggests a mechanism for Ras·GTP release and Sos recycling for the subsequent catalytic reactions.

Discussion
==========

Previous X-Ray crystallography studies[@b8] have established that the ternary complex formed between H-Ras loaded with a GTP analog (GppNp), Sos^Cat^ and nucleotide-free H-Ras (H-Ras^NF^) is stable and persists as 2:1 stoichiometric assembly that can be purified as such on a size-exclusion chromatographic column[@b8][@b42]. The total mass of the complex as detected by SEC-MALS is similar to the mass expected for this ternary complex[@b8][@b42]. Such protein assembly presumably represents a stalled transition complex in the catalytic cycle of Sos, when bound nucleotide-free Ras "waits" for a GTP molecule to come along and bind to complete the nucleotide exchange reaction. Here, we have studied in detail the immediate next stage of the functional cycle, when H-Ras bound at the catalytic site finally acquires GTP, and there are two Ras·GTP molecules present per one Sos molecule. This state was modelled here, in the equilibrium, by mixing two equivalents of H-Ras·GTPγS with one equivalent of Sos^Cat^. The questions which we have addressed are: what is the dynamic state of this complex, does it retain rigidity, or does this complex dissociate? One intuitively expected outcome of this state is that the complex would be destabilized at this point and will be dissociating, to recycle Sos for further catalytic reactions (which is a striking difference in behavior compared to the ternary complex containing one nucleotide-free Ras). However, this is also a state giving an appreciable exchange rate for GTP → GTP reactions as measured in numerous nucleotide exchange assays[@b8][@b10][@b14][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26], implying at least some Ras·GTP binding at the catalytic site of Sos, to effect this exchange reaction. Moreover, recently it was proposed that the rate of such exchange is further modulated by the dynamic fluctuations in the complex[@b25], with such fluctuations inconsistent with a static complex. In our recent study we also explored the site-specific and nucleotide-specific binding affinities of Ras and Sos^Cat^ and demonstrated that although the overall apparent *K*~*d*~ is around 5 μM for Ras·GTPγS binding to Sos^Cat^ according to fluorescence-detected titrations, Ras·GTPγS binds strongly only to the allosteric site (with expected *K*~*d*~ ≤ 5 μM), but very weakly to the catalytic site of activated Sos^Cat^, with *K*~*d*~ of around 21 μM, suggesting that Ras·GTP should be released from the catalytic site once the native nucleotide exchange is complete[@b7]. Our data presented here explores this further, and show that this hypothetical ternary Ras·GTPγS:Sos:Ras·GTPγS complex is highly dynamic, and is likely to exist as a fast-interconverting pool of conformers. Although it was not possible to discern from our data unequivocally whether the changes in dynamics are caused by allosteric or catalytic site binding, it is reasonable to assume that the observable H-Ras signals were dominated by a species in the fast exchange with the catalytic site[@b7]. From the previous[@b7] and present studies it emerges that the first H-Ras·GTP molecule preferentially binds to the allosteric site of Sos, with the second molecule binding to Sos at the catalytic site only transiently. The presence of such dynamic transient complex can reconcile the apparent contradiction between, on one hand, a functional requirement for Sos to dissociate from Ras·GTP and be recycled for the following GDP → GTP catalytic exchange reactions, and, on another hand, the appreciative homonucleotide GTP → GTP exchange widely observed in the assays. As we demonstrated here, the mere presence of Sos^Cat^ makes H-Ras·GTP more dynamically fluid, which can promote nucleotide release and passive homonucleotide exchange *in vitro*. However *in vivo*, the native heteronucleotide GDP → GTP exchange would rely on specific H-Ras·GDP recognition by the activated Sos, and hence lead to much higher exchange efficiency[@b7].

We present here three lines of evidence to show that the complex formed by Sos^Cat^ with Ras·GTP is dynamic and transient: (i) there is no overall significant signal broadening in the NMR spectra of the protein mixtures, neither from the viewpoint of Ras nor Sos, with fast chemical exchange on the NMR timescale observed for the complex; (ii) the values of correlation times τ~c~ from both Ras and Sos when in complex, derived from the cross-correlation relaxation rates and R~2~/R~1~ ratios, are consistent with each other and are characteristic for a 1:1 complex, but are clearly not compatible with 2:1 rigid complex; and (iii) despite being able to co-elute Ras·GTPγS and Sos^Cat^ from the SEC column, the static light scattering data on the eluted peaks shows the averaged molecular weight of the species present in the co-eluted peak matches a 1:1 complex. The apparent less-than-1:1 stoichiometry of H-Ras·GDP:Sos^Cat^ complex revealed here by SEC-MALS in the control experiment also fits with the observation that H-Ras·GDP interacts only weakly with the catalytic binding site of Sos, and not with the allosteric site[@b7]. Transient binding of H-Ras·GTP and Sos^Cat^ may provide the mechanism for switching Sos to the distinctive active states observed recently in single-molecule studies[@b25]. The transient complex between Ras·GTPγS and Sos^Cat^ observed here may be best described as a fuzzy protein complex[@b43].

The detailed comparison of heteronuclear relaxation parameters measured for assigned amide signals of H-Ras·GTPγS in unbound form, and when mixed with Sos^Cat^, revealed how the changes in dynamics associated with this overall transient complex formation are distributed along the H-Ras sequence, despite not being able to correlate these unambiguously with the allosteric or catalytic site binding on Sos^Cat^. Previous dynamic studies of H-Ras and K-Ras loaded with stable mimics of GTP revealed conformational dynamics in the millisecond timescale that involved residues in the P-loop, Switch II and other regions[@b15][@b16]. In addition, R~1~ and NOE measurements of the GppNHp-bound H-Ras involving rapid internal motion (on the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale) suggested that the conformational changes upon effector binding and nucleotide exchange are limited to residues 31-42 (Switch I), 61-75 (Switch II), 107-109 and 121-123. Our R~1~ and NOE measurements of H-Ras·GTPγS show similar dynamic motions to those obtained for H-Ras·GppNHp[@b21] demonstrating that these GTP mimics have similar effects on H-Ras. However, our R~1~ measurements also reveal further dynamic changes to residues 14, 15 (P-loop), 27, 30 (Switch I) and 156 that were less obvious[@b21] or were missing in previous analysis of GTP-loaded H-Ras[@b11]. These slight differences in dynamics are probably due to the varying construct lengths, the choice of GTP mimic[@b36] and different pH conditions in our and previous studies. The X-ray structure of H-Ras·GppNHp (PDB ID: 4EFL) reveals these residues are situated near the nucleotide-binding site and are therefore likely to be affected by the change in nucleotide. Furthermore, faster dynamics of GDP-loaded H-Ras has been examined on the sub-nanosecond timescale and revealed differences between the G-domain of H-Ras (residues 1-166) and full length H-Ras (1-189) in dynamics of the P-loop, Switch I and II regions[@b44][@b45]. The data obtained in these studies for H-Ras·GTPγS corroborates well with the other published data[@b11][@b21][@b44][@b45] and with our relaxation measurements, which show for the first time that the functionally important regions of H-Ras responsible for the nucleotide binding undergo the most significant dynamic changes in response to interactions with Sos. This change in local protein dynamics upon binding may lead to loosening of nucleotide binding and hence explain the observed "catalytic" effect of Sos on promoting passive nucleotide exchange (e.g., GTP → GTP\*) driven by an inherent excess of one nucleotide species (e.g., GTP\*) present in solution. Previously we suggested that in addition to this relatively inefficient "passive" mechanism which relies on weak transient interactions, more efficient "active" mechanism will work for the native GDP → GTP exchange which would rely on the tight and targeted binding of Ras·GDP to the catalytic site of the activated Sos, with subsequent fast release of Ras·GTP from the catalytic site once the exchange is complete, followed by another tight Ras·GDP binding, etc.[@b7].

In conclusion, the present study provides further evidence that the stability and stoichiometry of the complex between Ras and Sos strongly depends on the type of nucleotide which is loaded on Ras. Unlike a relatively stable stoichiometric ternary complex formed by H-Ras·GTP, Sos^Cat^ and H-Ras^NF^ [@b8][@b42], the ternary H-Ras·GTP:Sos:H-Ras·GTP complex is very dynamic and transient, at least at one of the two binding sites. The transient nature of this complex provides a mechanism for fast dissociation following the successful physiological GDP → GTP nucleotide exchange on Ras bound at the catalytic site, thus regenerating Sos for the next stage of its functional cycle. At the same time, the efficiency of the homonucleotide GTP → GTP exchange catalyzed by this complex (e.g., when fluorescently-labelled GTP is exchanged for non-labelled GTP, or vice versa) may not truly represent the native catalytic function of Sos, due to only transient binding of Ras to Sos at the catalytic site[@b7]. Further experiments will be useful in the future to explore the dynamics specifically in relation to allosteric and catalytic site binding, for example using mutants blocking particular binding sides, and using differential labelling. The work reported here presents a first dynamic snapshot of Ras functional cycle, and reveals for the first time that Ras:Sos complex can be dynamic, as well as static, at various stages of its functional cycle, depending on the type of nucleotide bound. These results contribute towards fundamental understanding the activation of Ras via its interactions with Sos. Better overall understanding of this system may speed up development of new anti-cancer treatments.
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![Overlay of TROSY spectra of \[^15^N,^2^H\]-H-Ras·GTPγS in free form (blue) and mixed with unlabeled Sos^Cat^ at 2:1 ratio (red).](srep29706-f1){#f1}

![Overlay of TROSY spectra of \[^15^N,^2^H\]-labelled Sos^Cat^ in free form (blue) and mixed with unlabeled H-Ras·GTPγS at 1:2 ratio (red).](srep29706-f2){#f2}

![Changes in relaxation parameters for amide groups of H-Ras·GTPγS upon binding with Sos^Cat^.\
(**A**) Plots of R~1~, R~2~, ^15^N{^1^H} NOE and η~xy~ for the residues in the free H-Ras·GTPγS (blue) and in complex with Sos^Cat^ (red). Only data for assigned residues are included. Positions of P-Loop, Switch I and Switch II regions are shown on the top and labelled accordingly. Residues displaying significant change in relaxation parameters upon binding are mapped onto the crystal structure (PD ID: 1NVW) of H-Ras:Sos complex, indicated in green, with positions of allosteric (**B**) and catalytic (**C**) sites expanded.](srep29706-f3){#f3}

![R~2~/R~1~ ratio for free H-Ras·GTPγS (blue) and bound with Sos^Cat^ (red).\
Positions of P-Loop, Switch I and Switch II regions are shown on the top and labelled accordingly.](srep29706-f4){#f4}

![Plots of calculated S^2^ values and chemical exchange rate (k~ex~) values verses amino acid sequence of H-Ras.\
(**A**) The S^2^ and k~ex~ values (calculated using Tensor V.2 software) of free H-Ras·GTPγS (black) and complexed with Sos^Cat^ (red) were plotted against residue number. Positions of P-Loop, Switch I and Switch II regions are shown on the top and labelled accordingly. Residues demonstrating significant differences in S^2^ (**B**) and k~ex~ (**C**) upon Sos^Cat^ binding are shown as red and green spheres, respectively, on the crystal structure of H-Ras.](srep29706-f5){#f5}

![Analysis of the H-Ras:Sos complex by SEC and SEC-MALS.\
(**A**) Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) profile of 2:1 H-Ras·GTPγS:Sos^Cat^ mixture loaded on the column. UV detection traces at 280 nm (blue) and 254 nm (red) are shown. Peaks 1 and 2 correspond to H-Ras:Sos complex, and mostly unbound H-Ras, respectively. The protein component content of each individual fraction, as marked, was analyzed by PAGE. (**B**) Overlay of SEC-MALS traces, as detected by the eluant's differential refractive index and scaled by the maximum peak intensity, of free H-Ras preloaded with GTPγS or GDP, free Sos^Cat^, and 2:1 mixtures of Ras:Sos loaded on the column, as labelled. Molecular weight (in g/mol, or Da) of each point of the peak was determined by MALS.](srep29706-f6){#f6}

###### Rotational correlation times determined for H-Ras and Sos^Cat^ and their selected complexes.

  Protein(s) in the sample                                 τ~c~^ŋxy^, ns from ŋ~xy~   τ~c~^R2/R1^, ns from TENSOR2   τ~c~^rigid^, ns from HYDRONMR calculations
  ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-H-Ras·GTPγS                                       11 ± 0.7                        11                               11.8 (3TGP)
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-H-Ras·GTPγS + Sos^Cat^, 2:1 ratio                  17 ± 2                        36.4                               68 (1NVW)
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-Sos^Cat^                                          30 ± 10                        N/A                                31 (2II0)
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-Sos^Cat^W729E                                      32 ± 3                        N/A                                   N/A
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-H-Ras·GTPγS + Sos^Cat^, 1:1 ratio                   N/A                          N/A                                40 (1KBD)
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-Sos^Cat^ + H-Ras·GTPγS, 1:2 ratio                 38.4 ± 8                       N/A                                68 (1NVW)
  \[^15^N,^2^H\]-Sos^Cat^W729E + H-Ras·GTPγS, 1:2 ratio             32 ± 5                        N/A                                   N/A

The table shows comparison between τ~c~ measured experimentally using ŋ~xy~ cross-relaxation experiments[@b29] (τ~c~^ŋxy^), based on calculating R~2~/R~1~ ratio using TENSOR2 program[@b46] (τ~c~^R2/R1^), and those calculated for "rigid structure" (τ~c~^rigid^) using HYDRONMR software[@b32] based on known static 3D structures of proteins or their complexes (with PDB IDs used shown in brackets). N/A labels cells where the information was not obtained or not available. Both TENSOR2 and HYDRONMR base their τ~c~ calculation on the assumption of a static molecular structure.
